The Environmental Justice Clinic (EJ Clinic) at Yale Law School seeks two full-time students for summer clinical work. Working under the supervision of Visiting Clinical Professor of Law Marianne Engelman-Lado, each Clinic student will take responsibility for cases and clinic development, including research and drafting, work with clients, fact investigation, and communications. Applications welcome YLS and FES students.

Please send a short statement of interest (no more than one paragraph) and resume to marianne.engelman-lado@yale.edu. Applications will be reviewed on a rolling basis.

These are paid positions, with a salary of $6,720 for 12 weeks of full-time work ($14/hour). The Fellowship will run from May 23 to August 18, 2017, with some flexibility as to start and end dates. Part-time work or full-time work for a portion of the Fellowship period may also be possible.

Yale Law School is an Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity, Title IX employer